We make gardens
It costs nothing to talk!
Even if you’re not sure exactly what you want at present, we’re happy
to visit you and talk about the possibilities, so why not call Richard
Fitzsimons now to arrange an exploratory discussion?
Tel: 0118 961 1361
Mobile: 07815 875 607 (Richard)
enquiries@berkshire-landscapes.co.uk
Visit us at www.http://www.berkshire-landscapes.co.uk
for more infomation

gorgeous…

And we’d love to transform yours for you. Whether
it’s large or small, needs major surgery or just a few
subtle changes, we have the experience and skills to
help you make the most of your outdoor space.
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Koi pond construction
It’s not just the golf

We have great expertise in designing, constructing and
equipping Koi ponds, fully understanding the needs of
members from The British Koi - Keepers’ Society (B.K.K.S.).
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Expert’s in
Scottish weekend

Garden magic

Two nights in St. Andrews playing the heath land Duke’s Course, the very testing
Jubilee links course and the classic New links course, which opened in 1985 and is
one of St. Andrews’ best-kept secrets.
Because we specialise in landscape gardening, we have a
vast ‘knowledge-bank’
of practical solutions and inspired
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Services we offer:

Makadi championship course, the stunning desert links-style Cascades at Soma
Bay course and the challenging El Gouna championship course.
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Golf safari in• Kenya
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